Characteristics of the application - Registration of new income

OBSERVE THE TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE APPLICATION

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE REGISTRATION APPLICATION

Application header

1. Your personal data: student's personal identifier (NPA), NIF, Name and degree in which you are going to register
2. Access your center by clicking on the link
3. Send an email to the customer service center (CAU)
4. Change the language of the application
5. Section of the license plate in which you are

APPLICATION NAVIGATION BUTTONS

Click on the “previous” button to return to the previous section without recording the data or press “next” to record and continue

Selection fields
Drop-down lists

ORDINARIA
DISCAPACITADO
FAM. NUM. ESPECIAL
FAM. NUM GRAL. 3 HIJOS
FAM. NUM GRAL. 4 HIJOS
ORDINARIA

Radio buttons

Selection/Check boxes

Information buttons

Click on it and a window will open
Pass the mouse over it and the help will appear